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Geology

Geology is a natural science that studies the composition, construction, 
origin and development of the Earth and the processes that form rocks and 
minerals. Geology provides evidence of plate tectonics, evolution, and 
climate change. Nowadays, geology is also of great economic importance 
with the exploration of underground mineral deposits and water, it is the 
basis of geotechnical engineering and plays an important role in the 
understanding of some natural disasters.



Rila Minerals 
Rila has a rich and varied nature with an 
interesting geological structure. It is built of 
the great Rila-Rhodope granitoid pluton, 
embedded in metamorphic rocks, represented 
by granite-gneiss, gneiss, amphibolites and 
marbles. In some places, they are cut or cut 
by pegmatits. In the Northwest Rila are also 
revealed small ultra-bay bodies, inserted into 
the gneiss ensemble. The modern arched-
block structure arises during Paleogene and 
Neogene tectonic movements. The main river 
network is developing along these faults. 
During the winter period, the characteristic 
alpine relief of peaks, valleys and cirrus lakes 
is partly glacial and shaped.



Pegmatic process
It is well expressed in the metamorphic complexes, 
where some "pegmatist fields" are developed from a 
number of enveloped veined bodies. They contain pre-
existing albite, oligoclase, muscavite and quartz. 
Usually there are garnet, beryl, orothy. Often they are 
accompanied by thin aplites. Their mineral composition 
is similar to the incoming rocks. These are normal 
microclinic albite pegmatites. Similar are quartz-
plagioclazic mica pegmatites.

Metamorphogenic processes
Dominant role in the geological structure of the Rila 
mountain massif have the regionally metamorphic 
rocks, created in the metamorphosis of intrusion and 
sedimentogenic formations. These are different 
gneisses, amphibolites, marbles and ultrabites, with 
characteristic rock-forming minerals. During later 
mobilization and recrystallization of the mineral 
components, there are formed individuals of garnet, 
titanite, ilmenite, quartz, pyrite, zeolites and some 
other minerals.

Scarney processes
Scarborough mineralizations contain calcium-

magnesium-iron silicate minerals formed by the contact 
between pegmatists and marbles under the influence of 

high temperature fluids by the granite intrusion. The 
newly formed minerals are markedly different from the 
inserting rocks due to a certain geochemical exchange 

of post-magnetic components in the contact medium. A 
sequential zonal construction of characteristic marble 
minerals is built up to the pegmatite strands: grusular, 

vesuvian, diopsy, and plagioclase.

Mineral-forming 
processes



AMFIBOL

It forms small-grained, rosettes and 
coarse crystalline aggregates, ranging 
in size from a few millimeters to 5-6 
cm. It has a characteristic gray-green 
to dark green color. Associated with 
titanium, ilmenite, garnet and 
plagiaclase. It is widespread in the 
metamorphic rocks, even Damga peak 
is made of amphibolites.



Beryl
Beryl is found in normal microclinic-albumin pegmatites, such as single prismatic 
crystals, radial or subparallel aggregates. The early-born individuals have a milky, 
grayish greenish color and the late ones are blue-green, rarely blue and translucent 
from the aquamarine type. The characteristic emerald-green color is due to 
chromium. Associated with phlogopit, plagoglulac, chrysoberyl, apatite, ortitis and 
others. The Smaragd's deposit in the Urban Circus is declared the first mineralogical 
nature conservation site in Bulgaria.



Quartz

It, along with the feldspars, is one of 
the main rock-forming minerals in 
Rila. It participates in the 
composition of the pegmatite and 
scarney processes. Typically, 
together with the feldspar, they 
build the stinging body. Around the 
Urdines and the Seven Lakes are 
revealed milky white massive quartz 
strings. The mineral has a milky 
white, light gray to misty brown 
color.



Rare minerals:
 Aquamarine
 Emerald
 Chrysoberyl
 Alexandrite

Poorly distributed minerals:
 Actinolite
 Rutile
 Spinel

Widespread 
minerals:

 Diopside
 Serpentine
 Hematite
 Chlorite
 Talc
 Magnetite



Karst

A significant part of Bulgaria is covered with 
limestone or so-called karst. It has been 
found that karst areas are formed under 
strictly defined conditions: a precise rock 
formation in an appropriate condition that 
the water, penetrating in them, 
mechanically and chemically destroys. On 
the way of water, in the rocks, over the 
millennia, materials are being destroyed 
and deposited, forming the typical karst 
forms. Primary karst phenomena are those 
on the surface - carriages, carnival fields, 
swellings, valos, pounos.



Through the initial small cracks, water enters the top layer of the flat blocks, 
forming a rock, ribs, holes, funnels, holes, rings. Likewise, the water "worked" there 
and for millions of years created - the underground karst forms - the caves. In the 
course of the underground its paths alternate channels, halls, siphons, lakes, 
stalagmites, stalactites, columns,visors, playgrounds. 
They have exceptional beauty anemoly, helicities, 
agglutination wells, santurian formations, etc. -
forms resembling flowers, yatagans,
crystals, crater fields,
a pond cascade and so on.



Geopark Iskar - Panega

The Geopark includes two 
areas - the Karlukovo Karst 
Complex and the Panega 
Landscape Park. This is the 
first geopark on the territory 
of Bulgaria, which includes 
many geological, 
geomorphological and 
paleontological objects, one of 
the main goals being to 
promote the national geo-
tourist potential.



Prohodna is one of the most famous caves in the karst region near the village of 
Karlukovo. This is the longest cave tunnel in Bulgaria with a length of 365 meters 
and a height of the entrances 56 meters. As a result of the erosion caused by the 
permeating waters, the phenomenon "Okna" or "The eyes of God" was formed in the 
ceiling - two almost identical holes in the form of eyes. This gives the unique 
appearance of the cave. 

In the past, the waters of the Iskar River have filled the cave. Now the level of the 
river is below the cave floor. As a result of the active karst processes, characterized 
for this period, seismic activity and river activity, the cave-shaped cave corridor was 
interrupted and this part remained separate. Structurally, the cave consists mainly 
of light beige to white, healthy, massive organogenic limestone.

"T
he eyes of G

od"





















We hope you enjoyed!

The presentation was prepared by:
Aleksandra Venkova 

and 
Kremena Dimitrova
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